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NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE : THE FAMILY DOCTOR

The Minister of Health, (Mr. Ernest Brown), addressing im

Cardiff today the annual meeting of the Association of Welsh

Insurance Committees, referred to the National Health Insurance

Act of 1911 - "a great, change brought about by the tireless

energy of your grand old man, Mr, Lloyd George" - and said;

"Before 1911 there was no State system for helping the worker who fell sick

unless he was eligible for help under the Poor Law, and even if he was, pride
often prevented him from taking advantage -of it. In these days, when so many

people, including some from interests which bitterly opposed the scheme then,
point to the achievements of National Health Insurance and the merits of its

organisation, it is interesting to recall the opposition with which it was

once faced. That is the fate of most innovations, but this one has proved
its value and is now an integral part of the national economy*

But its best friends will not pretend that it has no limitations, and it

is obvious that the time has come when people are ready for another step
forward, "What direction will that step take? Tales are being told of what

the Government have made up their mind to do. Most of these, I am bound to

say, are completely misleading. Obviously it is unwise to base opinions, and

much more to make decisions, on misleading information. When cur proposals
•

on a comprehensive National Health Service are drawn up, they will be

published and the fullest opportunity will be given for discussion by the

public, the medical profession, local government, and all concerned. And

at that stage, discussion and criticism can be based - for the first time - on

: full knowledge of what the Government have in mind.

Meanwhile I would like to mention again seme of the principles involved,

of which we must never lose sight. The first matter must be/cut down some

of the limitations on the service which can be rendered now, and to see that

people can get consultant and specialist treatment, hospital and convalescent

treatment, and sc on. The scheme must aim at prevention as well as cure. We

must inculcate this spirit into the new service; it must be in the forefront

of cur plans.

Then there is the tremendously important principle of free choice of

doctor, and the personal relationship between doctor and patient, I would

add to that, the clinical freedom of the doctor in his treatment of his

patient. In spite of some statements to the contrary, it is the avowed in-

tention of the Government to preserve this principle. At the very outset -

during the House of Commons Debate on the Beveridge Report in February -

Sir John Anderson made that perfectly plain. Let me say again most ■

categorically that this principle stands in the forefront of all our •discussions;

and whatever statements of the Government's. proposals may be made, they will

be made in the sincere belief that this principle can be maintained.

But we mat not lose ourselves in words, 'Free choice of doctor can only

mean 'free choice of the doctors available 1
.

I hope that one of the things

the now service may do is to secure a fuller service of practitioners in some

of the areas - mostly congested - where there are now insufficient doctors;
and in those cases the new service will provide a 'freer choice' than now.

But everywhere 'free choice' can only as it does now, freedom to choose

from the doctors available, and I have no reason to feel that this would

involve any greater restriction on the individual in any future service then

it does in practice now.

/Bureaucracy
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Bureaucracy is a 'well-worn word* I wonder how many times it was used in 1911. I

suppose it means an over-organisation* Uo one mil deny that in this complicated world

some organisation is necessary, hut the Government arc as anxious as anyone else to see

that nothing is done.tog-strangle and inhibit progress in one of the greatest professions
of the human race - the profession of medicine

pother.fundamental"point dn the ; general practitioner 'service which we must retain

is the need for'the new service,’.whatever it may embrace, to be based on the family as a unit,

and the general practitioner as its-primary attendant* There can be no doubt 'whatever that

is what we must aim at*” Yet it has boon alleged that we wont to abolish the fomily doctor

liThat a travesty of our ambitions I In fact we aim to provide a family doctor for millions

cf people for whom none is made available under our existing schemes*

Nearly two years ago the Government announced their intention of co-ordinating the

voluntary and municipal hospital systems* The organisation of a new health service,

embracing the general practitioner service as well, would make it possible to have a

completely .integrated medical service, starting from the family doctor and ..embracing all the

institutional .services* Moreover, this will also-allow of moling available to doctors

a full consultant and specialist service from the hospitals# Apart from the benefit to

the individual in having these services available to him, it is obvious that the general

practitioner will gr.ca.tly benefit by, being able more freoly to call in consultants,
and having a. .greater connection with the world of the hospitals*

One of the conditions wo hope to be able to give the general practitioner is a

better service for post-graduate courses, so that ho will be able to keep abreast cf

modern developments*. Perhaps even more important* we must-.see that tho. practitioner
has the opportunity of leisure to get the best possible advantage.from these courses*.
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